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[57] ABSTRACT 
A dispenser for collapsible tubes which includes an 
elongate ?exible plastic support for the collapsible tube 
which engages the opposite sides of the tube with the 
cap and dispensing end of the tube extending through 
a central aperture therein. The flexible member has 
rows of generally rectangular apertures formed adja 
cent the opposite side edges thereof to serve as a rack. 
A pair of tube squeezing rollers are journaled in a hous 
ing adapted to engage over the ?exible member with 
the tube therein. Each of the tube squeezing rollers has 
a sprocket gear on each end thereof with the gears en 
gaging in the rack on the ?exible member. A hand 
crank on one end of one roller is provided for rotating 
the roller so that the housing moves downwardly on the 
?exible member with the rollers squeezing the front 
and rear of the ?exible tube to dispense the contents 
therefrom. 

4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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DISPENSER FOR COLLAPSIBLE TUBES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to ?exible tube dispens 
ers of the type for forcing the contents of a ?exible tube 
therefrom. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A ?exible tube dispenser in which a gear driven pair 
of squeezer rollers are moved downwardly over a ?exi 
ble member supporting a collapsible tube therein with 
the ?exible member having a rack for engagement by 
gears on the gear driven rollers. 
The primary object of the invention is to provide an 

inexpensive collapsible tube dispenser having a forced 
speed for ejecting the contents of the tube therefrom. 
Other objects and advantages will become apparent 

in the following speci?cation when considered in the 
light of the attached drawing: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevation of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side elevation of the invention; 
FIG. 3 is a transverse sectional view taken along the 

line 3—~3 of FIG. 1 looking ‘in the direction of the ar 
rows; and ‘ 

FIG. 4 is a plan view of the ?exible member shown 
in elongate form prior to folding. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawing in detail wherein like 
reference characters indicate like parts throughout the 
several ?gures the reference numeral 10 indicates gen 
erally a collapsible tube dispenser constructed in accor 
dance with the invention. 
The collapsible tube dispenser 10 includes an elon 

gate ?exible member 11 having an aperture 12 formed 
therein intermediate the opposite ends thereof and in 
termediate the opposite sides thereof. Apertures 13, 14 
are formed at opposite ends of the ?exible member 11 
to receive a grommet 15 to secure the opposite ends of 
the ?exible member 11 together. 
A plurality of generally rectangular apertures 16 are 

formed along each side edge of the ?exible member 11 
in an evenly spaced row to form a rack generally indi 
cated at 17. A collapsible tube 18 is positioned with its 
cap 19 extending through the aperture 12 with the tube 
18 lying between the opposite sides of the ?exible 
member 11. A generally rectangular housing 20 in 
cludes a pair of end walls 21, 22 arranged in spaced 
apart parallel relation and a pair of side walls 23, 24 ar 
ranged in spaced apart parallel relation and extending 

‘ between the end walls 21, 22 and integrally connected 
thereto. The housing 20 is open at its top and bottom 
and is adapted to engage over the ?exible member 11 
with the collapsible tube 18 supported therein. A tube 
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squeezing roller 25 is journaled in the housing 20 and 
has a spur gear 26 rigidly secured to each end thereof 
for engagement in the rack 17. A second tube squeez 
ing roller 27 is journaled in the housing 20 in opposed 
relation to the tube squeezing roller 25 and similarly 
carries a pair of spur gears 26 on its opposite ends for 
engagement with the rack 17. A hand crank 28 is rig 
idly securd to the tube squeezing roller 27 to permit the 
roller 27 to be rotated by turning the hand crank 28. 

In the use and operation of the invention the grom 
met 15 is hung on a suitable hook to suspend the col 
lapsible tube dispenser 10 at a convenient point. With 
the spur gears 26 engaged in the racks R7 the hand 
crank 28 is turned after opening the cap 19 and the 
tube squeezing rollers 25, 27 move downwardly to 
press the ?exible member 11 inwardly on opposite 
sides of the collapsible tube 18 to force the contents of 
the tube 18 out of the lower end thereof. After a suit 
able quantity has been dispensed from the collapsible 
tube 18 pressure on the hand crank 28 is released and 
the cap 19 is replaced with the dispenser 10 remaining 
on its hook until again needed. Following the complete 
collapsibling of the collapsible tube 18 with all of its 
contents removed the tube 18 is removed from the ?ex 
ible member 11 and a new tube 18 is inserted with the 
housing 20 then starting from the upper end of the tube 
dispenser 10 for dispensing from the new tube. 
Having thus described the preferred embodiment of 

the invention it should be understood that numerous 
structural modifications and adaptations may be re 
sorted to without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion. 

I claim: 
1. A collapsible tube dispenser comprising an elon 

gate ?exible plastic member for engaging the opposite 
sides of a collapsible tube and supporting the collaps 
ible tube therebetween, a housing, means in said hous 
ing for engaging over the ?exible member with the col 
lapsible tube therebetween for squeezing the ?exible 
member to thus squeeze the ?exible tube, a plurality of 
rack forming apertures formed in rows down the oppo 
site side edges of said ?exible member and hand rotat 
able spur gears on said housing engaged in said rack for 
moving said housing downwardly while squeezing the 
contents of the ?exible tube outwardly therefrom. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein squeeze 
rollers are journaled in said housing and said spur gears 
are rigidly mounted on said squeeze rollers. 

3. A device as claimed in claim 2 wherein a hand 
crank is rigidly secured to one of said rollers for rotat 
ing said one of said rollers and the spur gears secured 
thereto. 

4. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein means are 
provided on said ?exible member for supporting said 
collapsible tube dispenser. 
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